FESTIVAL VENDOR AND COOKING BOOTH LOCATIONS
For Use by Unidocs Member Agencies or where approved by your Local Jurisdiction
Authority Cited: California Fire Code

VENDOR BOOTHS
200 Feet Max. – Double Row

AISLE / EMERGENCY ACCESS

VENDOR BOOTHS
200 Feet Max. – Double Row

AISLE / EMERGENCY ACCESS

VENDOR BOOTHS
200 Feet Max. – Single Row

VENDOR BOOTHS

200 Feet Max. – Single Row

Internal Combustion Engines, Generators, or Parking

Property Lines

Permanent Structures

Cooking

AISLE / EMERGENCY ACCESS

Cooking

AISLE / EMERGENCY ACCESS

Cooking

AISLE / EMERGENCY ACCESS

Cooking

Vendor Booths

100 Feet Max. – Double Row

Note: Cooking Booths are limited to single rows only. Back-to-back rows are not permitted. Maximum length of row is 100 feet.